
Verse 1
C#                                     F#
I’m going back to where I lost it all
C#.                            F#
To renovate and overhaul
Bm.                                        F#
Cause I can’t fix what I’m not looking at
C#.                                          F#
So I’ve got my coffee and my tank of gas

Prechorus
Ebm
I’ve gotta stand in the middle of it,
F#
If I ever wanna rise above it
G#
I gotta drive to the heart of it

Chorus
F#  G#
Yes, yes
C#.                            Bm
It’s gonna leave me a mess
F#.            G#.                     C#.      F
But looking back just brings me down
F#.        G#.                C#.            Bm
I’ve built it up when it was all just meaningless
F#.               G#            C#.         Bm
Like it’s some kind of sacred ground
F#.                 G#.         C#
Sometimes a town is just a town

Verse 2
I can see the skyline is taking shape
There’s the place I’d wrapped in yellow tape
My old haunts still line the empty street
Cause leaving home just left me incomplete

Prechorus
For years I’ve been hearing the call of it
Now I’m waiting for a bomb to fall on it
Back here where I lost all of it
Chorus
Yes, yes



It’s gonna leave me a mess
But looking back just brings me down
I’ve built it up when it was all just meaningless
Like it’s some kind of sacred ground
Sometimes a town is just a town

Bridge
F#.
Every time we ever left the light on
C#
Maybe we were just afraid of the dark
F#
Maybe we were just afraid of each other
C#
And the cycle of a changing heart
G#
Sometimes a light is just a light
BiSometimes a fight is a fight

Solo

Chorus
F#  G#
Yes, yes
C#.                            Bm
It’s gonna leave me a mess
F#.            G#.                     C#.      F
But looking back just brings me down
F#.        G#.                C#.            Bm
I’ve built it up when it was all just meaningless
F#.               G#            C#.         Bm
Like it’s some kind of sacred ground
F#.                 G#.         C#
Sometimes a town is just a town


